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Confirmed: OK Go, Drake to perform at Spring Fling
BY JOSH

ZEIDEL

Daily Editorial Board

Concert Board yesterday confirmed that the power-pop band OK
Go will headline this year’s Spring
Fling taking place April 1, with
Canadian rapper Drake taking second billing.
Boston rapper Sam Adams,
whose EP “Boston’s Boy” (2010)
recently debuted at the top of the
iTunes hip-hop albums chart, will
be the opening act.
“The main acts will be Drake, and
then OK Go will be the headliner …
well, they’re sort of the same level,”
Concert Board co-chair Theodore
Finn, a freshman, said. “We’re going
to have a really ‘up-and-coming’
[act] as the opener — we’re still finishing up negotiations on that.”
The members of Concert Board
settled on these two headlining acts
and booked them through an extensive process.
“We have weekly meetings where
we ask our members to do a big
brainstorm, throw out tons of names
and vote to see which suggestions
are the most popular,” Concert
Board Co-chair Nicole Goodwin, a
sophomore, said.

Goodwin explained that
many factors go into the eventual decision.
“Basically, what we’re looking for
is something that will appeal to
the Tufts community, something
that will fit in our budget and use
our money as best we can to get
a big act, and then it’s dependent
on who’s available for the day,”
Goodwin said.
The organizers expressed
their excitement about the
upcoming concert.
“We decided that this [combination of acts] was going to be the
best use of Tufts’ money, and that
it was going to appeal to the widest
audience,” Finn said. “Obviously, we
hope it’ll be a great Spring Fling, and
we think it’ll be a really good show.”
“Yeah, I think people will be really
excited about it,” Goodwin said.
OK Go formed as a four-piece
band in Chicago in 1998 and first
gained major exposure in 2000 on a
tour sponsored and recorded by the
radio show “This American Life.”
The band has since released three
full-length studio albums: “OK Go”
(2002), “Oh No” (2005) and “Of the
MCT

see SPRING FLING, page 2

OK Go will headline this year’s Spring Fling.

Student loan reform passes, but eﬀects at
Tufts could be minimal
BY

HARRISON JACOBS

Daily Editorial Board

When President Barack Obama today
signs the Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act of 2010 into law at
Northern Virginia Community College,
it will have ramifications not just for
health care but the higher education
industry as well.
The impact on Tufts students, and
potentially other education institutions,
however, may be minimal.
Tacked onto the reconciliation bill is a
sweeping reform of the current Federal
Family Education Loan (FFEL) Program for
college and university students.
By cutting out commercial banks as

middlemen and providing funds through a
direct loan program, the reform will revamp
the existing FFEL Program, under which
private lenders receive guaranteed federal
subsidies to provide student loans.
The bill also contains provisions for the
estimated savings from this move to be
directed toward initiatives to increase higher education funding.
The White House last year introduced a
2010 federal budget proposal containing
the aforementioned recommendations.
However, the change from FFEL to direct
loans will have little impact on students,
according to Patricia Reilly, the Tufts director
of financial aid and co-manager of Student
Financial Services.
“The move from FFEL to direct loans has

very little benefit for students,” Reilly said.
“The loans are the same; the terms and conditions are the same. It’s an administrative
project for the school.”
According to the Congressional Budget
Office, the FFEL program between 2005 and
2008 accounted for an average of 78 percent
of federal student loans. However, since the
credit crisis and the onset of the recession,
that number has continued to decrease as
private lenders have faced financial difficulties, and schools have grown to question the
long-term validity of the FFEL program.
This viability question encouraged Tufts
to completely switch to the direct lending
program before the 2009-10 academic year,

Brandeis Muslim
center vandalism
sparks outcry
BY JENNY

WHITE

Daily Editorial Board

The recipients of this year’s Tufts Global
Development and Environment Institute
(GDAE) Leontief Prize at yesterday’s award
ceremony in the Coolidge Room at Ballou
Hall addressed the issue of mankind’s wellbeing in times of crisis.
The 2010 Leontief Prize for Advancing
Frontiers of Economic Thought was awarded
to Bina Agarwal, professor of economics at
the Institute of Economic Growth in Delhi
University, and Daniel Kahneman, senior
scholar at Princeton University’s Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International
Affairs and winner of the Nobel Prize in
Economics Sciences.
The Leontief Prize, awarded annually and named after Nobel Prize-winner
Wassily Leontief, is intended to recognize
economists whose research supports sustainable societies.

Brandeis University’s newly renovated
Muslim prayer space and lounge was recently vandalized in an incident that has since
sparked a loud outcry from the campus and
unified the university in a display of solidarity
with the Muslim community.
The gathering place for Muslim prayer and
events on March 5 was found in disarray, an
apparent act of vandalism that is still under
investigation by the Brandeis Office of Public
Safety, according to Andrew Gully, the senior
vice president of communications and external affairs at Brandeis.
“What was clearly evident was that there
was vandalism,” Gully told the Daily. “Lamps
were upturned, computers and printers were
unplugged, a Quran was missing, and silverware was taken out of the kitchen, bent and
destroyed in an effort to open a sealed door.”
The prayer space just a month earlier had
completed $80,000 worth of renovations, but
already changes concerning its use have been
implemented in response to the incident.
Imam Talal Eid, the Muslim chaplain at
Brandeis, explained that the door to the space
was previously kept open for all students to
use freely. The university is now going to lock
the door at night and install an I.D. card reader
that will permit entry after 8 p.m. only to students who have requested access.
The motivation behind the act could not be
determined, but the Brandeis Chaplaincy sees
this as an isolated incident and not a manifestation of any malicious intent on the part of a
larger group.
“It sounds like vandalism; it can be interpreted as crime, but we were not able to get to
any conclusion,” Talal Eid told the Daily. “We

see LEONTIEF, page 2
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Distinguished economists awarded GDAE’s Leontief Prize
BY

MARISSA GALLERANI
Daily Editorial Board

VIRGINIA BLEDSOE/TUFTS DAILY

The 2010 Leontief Prize was awarded at yesterday’s ceremony.
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Tufts student band to play on side stage

Police Briefs

SPRING FLING
continued from page 1

CREEPY LOITERER
Tufts University Police Department (TUPD)
officers at 9:30 a.m. on March 17 responded to a call from concerned Tisch Library
employees who had for the past month
noticed a man repeatedly coming into the
library and loitering.
“He was staring at the employees and
gave a couple a hard time,” TUPD Sgt.
Robert McCarthy said.
Officers questioned the man, asked him
to leave the library and issued a trespass
warning.
Employees in Ballou Hall at 10 a.m.
called TUPD about the same man, who
they said was bothering workers in the
building. TUPD officers placed him under
arrest for trespassing and transported him
to Medford Police Department.

windows of the Zeta Psi fraternity house at
80 Professors Row.
Two officers
responded to the call but found no suspects
at the scene.

YEAHHH
RAGER!

LET’S

THROW

A

TUPD at 11:25 p.m. on March 18 received
a call from local residents complaining
about a party that was taking place at 56
Sunset Rd.
“They heard wild music coming from the
house,” McCarthy said.
When officers arrived at the house, they
found approximately fifteen to twenty people in the basement who were talking and
drinking. Officers shut off the music and
ended the party.

BREAK AND RUN

—compiled by Corinne Segal

TUPD at 1:21 a.m. on March 17 was
notified that three or four unidentified
males had thrown objects through the front

An interactive map is
available at tuftsdaily.com

Blue Colour of the Sky” (2010). The group has
increased its fan base and won critical acclaim
through the use of viral marketing to promote
its music videos on YouTube.com.
Canadian entertainer Drake began his
career as an actor, playing the part of Jimmy
Brooks on the television series “Degrassi: The
Next Generation” from the show’s inception in
2001 until 2009.
Drake began releasing mixtapes in 2006,
drawing the attention of rap mogul Lil Wayne
in 2008, with whom he has since toured. His
full-length debut album, “Thank Me Later,”
is slated for release in late May on Lil Wayne’s
Young Money Entertainment record label.
Finn explained that Concert Board works
through an intermediary booking agent, Pretty
Polly Productions, based out of Natick, Mass.
“It takes time to communicate back and
forth, because we talk to the booking agent,
and then he talks to the artists’ agents,”
Finn said. “It’s a long process, but it’s the
best way to do it, because we get better
deals on the artists.”
Both Finn and Goodwin declined to

comment on the compensation paid to
each artist.
Goodwin and Finn also confirmed that a
Tufts student band would play two sets on
a side stage at Spring Fling, filling the setchange time between Sam Adams and Drake,
and between Drake and OK Go.
“This won’t be like years past when a student band has played [at the beginning] and
nobody’s there to hear them,” Finn said.
“There will have already been a professional
act on stage.”
A panel of four student and faculty judges
will select this student band at Concert Board’s
Battle of the Bands, scheduled for Saturday,
April 17 at 3 p.m. in Hotung Café.
Bands interested in competing must have
at least half of their band members be current
Tufts students and must drop a demo CD of
at most three songs into a box at the Mayer
Campus Center’s Information Booth before 8
p.m. on April 7.
Concert Board members will then select
their favorite five groups to play 20-minute
sets at Battle of the Bands, during which
they will be allowed to perform only one
cover song.

Bill eliminates federal subsidies for private loan providers
LOANS
continued from page 1

according to Reilly.
“We were concerned that what
eventually happened, [the full shift
from FFEL to direct], was going to
happen,” Reilly said. “We thought
the FFEL program was going to go
down, so we didn’t want to wait.
In response to the credit crisis, we
were concerned private lenders
weren’t going to have the capital to
provide loans. It seemed like a good
change to make.”
However, a large of number
schools continue to provide the
majority of their loans through the
FFEL program. According to Reilly,
for those schools, the new legislation will entail a significant bureaucratic adjustment.
“For a lot of schools, that will
be a major change,” Reilly said.
Some people are anticipating that
because so many schools will
be making the change this year,
there will be some administrative
hold-ups.”
Reilly said that the majority of

the cost savings gained by eliminating private lenders from the loan
system will benefit the government
and taxpayers.
The Congressional Budget Office
has estimated that the expanded
direct-lending program will save
taxpayers approximately $62 billion over the next 10 years.
While the new legislation calls
for about $40 billion of the savings
to be put back into higher education in the form of the Pell Grant
program, Reilly warned that most of
those savings will go toward paying
for existing expenditure increases.
“We’ve seen a huge increase in
Pell Grant expenditure this year,”
Reilly said. “A lot of the money
saved in this legislation is going to
pay for what we’ve already spent on
Pell Grants this year.”
Reilly added that as far as Tufts
students are concerned, the new
reform will not result in any noticeable change. The financial aid
office’s strategy will be unchanged,
as the switch to direct loans was
made last year, and the increase in

Pell Grant funding is not significant
enough to make a large impact.
According to the Office of Federal
Student Aid, Pell Grants top out at
$5,500 for the 2010-11 school year,
while, according to Reilly, the average Tufts grant is between $20,000
and $30,000.
While the new bill ties increases
in Pell Grants to inflation, the proposed Pell Grant for the 2019-20
school year will still only be $5,900,
even on this scale.
Reilly did concede, however, that
while the increases are small, they
will be appreciated. “Every dollar
helps, and it’s good news across the
board,” Reilly said.
Dean
of
Undergraduate
Admissions Lee Coffin noted that
it is too early to tell how, if at all,
the reform will affect the admissions process.
“Since it’s so new, the new loan
policy does not impact admissions
strategy for this cycle, and it’s premature to speculate about how, if
or whether it affects us in the long
term,” Coffin said.

MCT

President Barack Obama called for reform of student loans during his
State of the Union address.

Brandeis’ Muslim center vandalized

Award recipients discuss development

VANDALISM

LEONTIEF

continued from page 1

took it as any event. But I felt sad, of course.”
Talal Eid stressed that this incident in no
way reflects the atmosphere of the school,
which according to its official slogan is centered on “Community, Opportunity, Justice.”
“We don’t have tension in the university,
we have good relations with everyone,” Talal
Eid said. “Jewish students cook food for the
Muslim students, Muslims attend Jewish
events. We have healthy relations all around.”
Brandeis officials highlighted the campus’
response to the incident as evidence of the
solidarity between religious groups and clubs.
Gully noted that many people came together
after the incident to decry the vandalism and
promote peace and acceptance on campus.
“The four chaplains signed an e-mail
that went campuswide supporting the
Muslim students,” Gully said. “There was
a strong outpouring of support for affected
students and condemnation of whoever
got into that space.”
Talal Eid, whose Quran was stolen by the
perpetrator, said that Brandeis President
Jehuda Reinharz presented him with a new
Quran, and members of the student body
have written him over 600 letters in a show
of solidarity.
“I’ve received more e-mails than I am able
to respond to,” Talal Eid said. “We [the Muslim
community at Brandeis] always have that kind
of support.”
Spearheaded by the leaders of the Muslim
Student Association (MSA), students last week
organized a vigil to unite the campus.
According to MSA President Neda Eid, the
vigil was held at a central spot on campus,
the Peace Circle, where there was a turnout
of nearly 150 people, who were also joined by
students walking past who stopped to witness
the ceremony.

“It was a means of reaction,” Neda Eid
stated. “We were not angry. We just wanted a
way to react to this.”
She said the event was inspired by one student’s creation of a Facebook page.
“A group was created titled ‘Can 600 People
Say No to Hate and Yes to Love?’ — which
became a petition that people signed and
wrote comments on,” Neda Eid said. “It was
printed on a piece of paper and given to the
Imam and the MSA.”
Neda Eid described the comments on the
petition as reactions of hurt and outrage at the
act of vandalism and expressions of support
for the MSA.
She said that the MSA is actually planning a
larger reaction to the incident after press coverage of the incident has opened students’ eyes
to a greater issue. From the press response and
online remarks about the incident, the MSA
noticed instances of insensitivity and racism
that the campus is usually sheltered from.
“We are in this university bubble where
there is tolerance and respect on certain levels,” Neda Eid said. “But when we leave, how is
this preparing us to interact with people who
aren’t as open and tolerant? So we thought,
‘How do we prepare ourselves for the real
world, and how can we make this [reaction to
the incident] into something worthwhile?’”
She indicated that the MSA is still brainstorming ideas for an event during the
next academic year to address these prevalent issues.
Neda Eid emphasized that although news
headlines about the incident are fading from
public view, the underlying need for respect
and tolerance should remain a topic of discussion and awareness.
“We want to hold a mass campus event,”
Neda Eid said. “We’d like to get other clubs
involved and bring together other universities
on this issue.”

continued from page 1

Co-Director of GDAE Neva Goodwin
introduced the two award recipients, who
both gave short presentations pertaining to
the subject “Development and Well-being in
Times of Crisis.”
Agarwal delivered her lecture on food
issues facing the world, noting that it was a
problem that developed countries need to
confront as well.
“This isn’t only an issue affecting the poor in
developing countries,” Agarwal said. “The crisis of chronic hunger and malnutrition brings
forth the fundamental question: How will the
world feed itself in a sustainable way?”
Agarwal also went on to explain the
importance of the major food staples like
wheat and rice, noting that two-thirds of the
world’s poor depend on rice. She also discussed the threat that climate change posed
to food security and the changing farmer
demographic. “The farmer is typically small
and poor, and the farmer is increasingly
female,” she said.
Agarwal’s proposed solutions included
increasing countries’ internal and external cooperation, investing in agricultural
infrastructure and soil and water conservation. She also suggested regional buffers
and food banks, global subsidies for biofuel
research and commitments to fund infrastructure research.
“Long after the financial crisis is over, the
food crisis will persist,” she said. “We have to
ask: Is it time for a new global order? To find
a solution, we need to acknowledge the poor
and women not just as the main victims, but
also as a significant part of the solution.”
Agarwal’s work focuses on gender issues,
women’s rights and environmental development. She serves on the United Nations
Committee for Development Policy and the

Indian Prime Minister’s National Council for
Land Reforms.
Kahneman spoke about the difference
between the experiencing self and the evaluating self.
For example, when asked the question
“How do you feel about your life?” during a
Gallup poll, responders could either respond
to how they were feeling during the current
moment — the experiencing or present self
— or respond with a memory that reflects
their feelings about their life — the remembering or evaluating self.
This, Kahneman explained, was the difference between experiencing your life and
thinking about your life. The problem, he
continued, was that the way economists had
been looking at data was wrong, citing as an
example the traditional well-being graph.
Kahneman further noted that as GDP
increases, “the rich feel stressed and the poor
feel depressed,” and that there was a magic
number for feeling greater satisfaction with
life — about $70,000.
“Money doesn’t buy happiness,” he said.
“To increase happiness, we have to think not
in terms of well-being [but] focus on misery.
We need to think in social terms, not as a
problem of well-being but as a problem of
misery, and this will lead us to very different
policies and a very different approach.”
Goodwin described Kahneman as a “psychologist who claims to have never taken an
economics course in his life.” He in 2002 won
the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences for his
work in behavioral economics.
The presentations were followed by a brief
question-and-answer session in which both
recipients addressed questions related to
their presentations.
Previous Leontief Prize recipients include
Amartya Sen, John Kenneth Galbraith and
Herman E. Daly.
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Planning a meaningful summer a priority
for many students
BY

EMILIA LUNA

ROMY OLTUSKI | WORD UP

The lobster
effect

Daily Editorial Board

Although the summer may currently
seem far in the distance, many Jumbos
do not wait until the last minute to plan.
The valuable three and a half months
between each academic year are a time
when students have the liberty of doing a
wide range of activities that vary according to personal preference, interests and
financial needs.
From internships to temporary jobs
to leisure traveling, the summer can be
a time to explore academic, intellectual
and career interests.
“There are a number of purposes for
a summer break. Some students need to
work to earn more money to help with
tuition and other expenses. Some want
to get a jump start on requirements or
get caught up on classes they have not
yet taken. And then there are students
who want to get internships, volunteer
opportunities or research opportunities,” Associate Dean of Undergraduate
Education Karen Garrett Gould said.
What a student does over the summer
depends on several factors. However,
Gould said that students should evaluate their own situations and needs
rather than comparing themselves to
other students.
“This is not a one-size-fits-all situation. There are no mistakes to be made
with use of summer time for any student,
as long as it matches a student’s need,”
Gould said.
Freshman Cristina Alvarez believes
that having an active summer is always
beneficial. “It is the only time we do
not have a million other things to
do, like homework and extracurricular
activities, so we can fully devote ourselves to something new and interesting,” she said.
Finding an internship is one of the
most common goals Jumbos have for
the summer. “An internship is a learning opportunity which can contribute to
your career development by providing
exposure to and hands-on experience in
an area of interest,” Director of Career
Services Jean Papalia said.
After having explored a different range
of academic interests while at Tufts, an
internship can be a place for students to
decide if a specific field is a good match
for them when applied to a real job.
“This summer I hope to get an internship with a public relations firm in Miami
that I interviewed with a few weeks go.
I plan on interning with this company
because I am interested in minoring in
Media Studies and Communications at
Tufts, and I feel this experience will help
me decide if this is something I truly
love,” Alvarez said.
The variety of internships available
is greatly accessible to college students.
According to Papalia, more students
than ever are using internships to
explore job opportunities before entering the workplace full-time. “More and
more college students recognize the
value of exploring the workplace before
committing to a specific job,” Papalia
said. “Likewise, employers endorse
internships because they channel new
talent into the organization.”
In a recent publication, the National
Association of Colleges and Employers
said, “Internships and co-ops are often
viewed as a win-win situation for the
employer (who wants to develop a relationship with and test out the prospective employee) and the participating
student (who wants to gain some experience and perhaps get a ‘foot in the door’
with an employer).”
According to Papalia, finding a job in
the current market is very competitive,
and the market seeks students who have
some kind of career-related experience,
such as an internship, a summer job or a
volunteering experience. Consequently,
the number of students seeking an
internship has increased dramatically

F

VALERIANA DELLA LONGA, CC

Students are just as likely to find themselves in an office as on a picturesque beach
this summer.
over the past few years.
According to Papalia, based on a Tufts
2009 senior survey, 79 percent of the
class of 2009 reported doing at least one
internship during college and 55 percent
indicated they had done two or more
internships. This is a significant increase
over the class of 2006, which reported
74 percent doing one internship and 40
percent having had more than one.
Many Jumbos start searching for
an internship or other summer activity early in the spring semester, and
there are many ways of doing so. Tufts
Career Services can be of great help
when it comes to guidance in finding
an internship.
According to Papalia, before searching for a summer internship, students
should narrow their areas of interest to
two or three fields so that networking can
become less overwhelming.
“The most successful route to your
internship is likely to happen via networking, which is a process of connecting
with people to get career-related information,” Papalia said.
Even though having an active summer
is a priority for most Jumbos, affording
one can pose a problem.
“Many students on financial aid, or
those who utilize their summers to help
defray the costs of college, are not able
to participate in meaningful internship experiences because most summer
internships do not offer salaries or stipends,” Papalia said. “As a result, many
students cannot ‘afford’ to gain firsthand
experience in the career field of their
choice. This not only limits their appeal
as potential employees after graduation
but also their ability to make informed
career decisions.”
However, Tufts is aware of this need,
and thanks to funding from alumni and
the AS&E Diversity Fund, Career Services
offers up to 35 internship grants of $3,500
each to support otherwise unpaid fulltime summer internships, mostly in the
non-profit and public sectors.
“The internships have resulted in
excellent work experience for the students while contributing greatly to the
sponsoring organizations which could
not have afforded to hire interns,”

Papalia said.
The pressure to gain valuable experience before graduating may encourage
students to find an internship or take
summer classes even if their real wish
is to simply relax and go on vacation.
Gould recommends a few strategies to
deal with this pressure. “If a student’s
financial condition allows her to take it
easy — this is not to say to lie on the sofa
with a bag of chips and your favorite
book. But if you long to rest your mind
and return to your lifeguard job, or travel
the country with friends, or volunteer
at the public library, do it. There will be
ample opportunity to pursue the next
rung of your dream,” she said.
Freshman Nina Davari said that as
an international student who does not
go home often, spending time in her
home country is a priority. “Since I
do not intend to leave Greece, I have
found an internship in Vogue magazine for a month, which will hopefully
give me additional work experience,”
she said.
Gould advises students to focus on
themselves when doing summer planning. “I encourage students to listen
closely to their own gut — not the
somehow louder gurgling noise in their
peers’ belly. Run your own race, not
theirs,” she said.
Freshman Alexandra Geada said she
feels many people, including her, feel
somewhat pressured to do something
over the summer. “I wouldn’t do an
internship or a job only to say I did it for
medical school. This summer, I’m doing
an archeology program in Italy because
it’s interesting,” she said. “This is my
time to travel and learn different things.
I won’t be able to do archaeology for a
month when I’m an adult, so I’m taking
advantage of this time.”
Enjoying the summer break should be a
priority for students, according to Gould,
and it is often hard for them to remember
that. “If you fill your résumé with many
different opportunities, it needs to be
because you needed to learn more about
different opportunities. When your motivation becomes the competition, you’ve
devalued your undergraduate career and
its purpose,” she said.

or some, Passover means reuniting with
family; for others, it means eating dry
matzah and macaroons in Dewick; for
others still it means nothing more than
an ordinary week of school, after tanning on
the shores of Mexico, Miami, Jamaica or, for
the more altruistic Tuftonians, something
more like a service trip to New Orleans.
For me, Passover consists of joining hundreds of Jews from all around the world
(but mainly the East Coast) in traversing the
continent to the desert (hotels) of Arizona
(though no one has family there) in a strange
reverse Exodus that amounts to a week of
really good food, swimming-pool weather
and a constant echo of exchanges of pleasantries with people barely recognizable from
infrequent run-ins.
For some, this type of small talk is an art,
especially when it involves two parties who
know little about one another’s personal lives
and wish to collect just enough information to evade the appearance of apathy or
forgetfulness and keep the charade going
another year. I can assure you that these
people make up some of the more amusing Passover guests to interact with and can
be identified by their apparent fondness of
ambiguous questions like “Oh, how’s your
baby?” — innocuous if you don’t pick up on
the convenient genderless, ageless quality of
the word — and “How’s school?” which could
refer to any kind of educational institution in
any region of the world.
That’s not everyone, though. For others
who travel to Arizona, it’s a genuine delight
to catch up with so many people they know,
all in the same place at the same time. Either
way, though, the sheer repetition gets tedious,
and, after a while, our brains — very sophisticated machines that are easily bored — tend
toward autopilot.
Really, my fellow migrators are just one
case study of the human reaction to anything
we experience repetitiously — romantic
comedies, cliché birthday cards, pop music,
invitations to cool events at Hotung, etc. After
a while, they become meaningless.
Even individual words. Have you ever
repeated a word out loud until it seemed to
lose meaning? Try it. Pick a word and say it
aloud repeatedly, focusing on its meaning,
until the word no longer evokes the concept
you usually associate it with and just seems
like empty sound. Test one:
Lobster. Lobster. Lobster…
You might want to try this in private.
Neurolinguists, though, have been doing it
in labs since the ’60s and call this lapse of
meaning Semantic Satiation or, for our purposes, the Lobster Phenomenon.
The way it works has to do with the way
our brains create meaning out of perception.
When we hear a word — essentially just a
jumble of sound — cells in the association
areas of the cerebral cortex activate, sending
a chemical signal connecting sound with
meaning. Rapid repetition of words translates into rapid firing of those cells but with
less intensity each time, until — due to biochemical fatigue — the brain fails, for a short
while, to send a signal strong enough to effectively link word and meaning.
Of course, effectiveness of the Lobster
Phenomenon depends on several things.
First, if you sidestep the brain’s representational system by thinking about something
else while uttering the word, none of this
applies because the cells aren’t working in the
same way.
Second, some words have a lower or higher
sensitivity to the Lobster Phenomenon than
others. Because our brains are making sense
of a context-less word, one whose meaning
is inherently more related to its sound — like
onomatopoeia — will hold onto meaning
longer. Test two:
Zap. Zap. Zap …
And you have my permission to do that
one out loud.

Romy Oltuski is a junior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Romy.
Oltuski@tufts.edu.
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Carmichael just began its trayless dining trial. What do diners think about this?

“I would be all for trayless. I
never use trays, and I’d rather
go up and back and take many
trips than use a tray.”
—Caitlin Doherty, freshman

“I don’t mind; I think it’s fine
… except it’s annoying for the
drinks.”
—Oliver McClellan, sophomore

“They’ve got all the trays still
on the rotating thing to put the
dishes on, so they’re going to
have to wash them anyway.”
—Nathaniel Kerbin, sophomore

“I think it’s good. I think it’s
good that we’re doing a trial
run.”
—Caroline Littlewood, freshman

“I’ve never used a tray a day in
my life, so it makes no difference to me.”
—Cody Hochheiser, sophomore

“All the water they’re going
to save from cleaning up the
trays is going to be wasted
cleaning up the floor from all
the spills, and they’re using
paper to promote the trayless
campaign. Isn’t that hypocrisy
right there?”
—Seth Rau, sophomore

“I think it causes some unnecessary difficulties. I’m definitely
for the idea, and I understand
the reasons for it, but I mean,
for example, having to juggle
multiple things like only getting
one cup, especially now that
the cups are smaller, it’s just
kind of frustrating.”
—Jeff Brooks, sophomore

“For people who don’t have
a lot of time to eat — for
example, I have 15 minutes; I
don’t have enough time to run
back and forth every time I need
something, and the glasses are
really tiny. I drink a lot more
water than one glass worth.”
—Jenny Karo, senior

“This is my first time here in a few
months, actually, so it was totally
news to me. It’s not too bad. I
carried two plates and went back
and got my last plate’s worth, and
had to go back to get silverware,
so it was a bit of a pain. Although
I guess if it takes a lot of resources
to wash the trays, it wouldn’t be
the end of the world.”
—Patrick Elliot, Fletcher student

“Everybody’s complaining a lot,
but I think it’s a good exersice
in self-control and figuring out
how to make small sacrificies
for the greater good.”
—Gabe Lewenstein, sophomore

—complied and photos by Carter
Rogers
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ALBUM REVIEW

She & Him’s ‘Volume Two’ shows oﬀ duo’s
cutesy country/pop sound
BY

CATHERINE SCOTT

Anyone who watches movies knows that
Zooey Deschanel has filled the quirky, cute
role for quite a few years — the runaway

Volume Two
She & Him
Merge Records

MYSPACE.COM

This is the definition of beauty and the geek.
and writing the songs, it’s clear from the
beginning that she’s taking her quirky, cute
label as an actress and bringing it over to
music. Thankfully, Deschanel knows how to
work her image better than anyone else.

TV REVIEW

Diverse ensemble propels
‘FlashForward’
BY

ALEXA ROSENTHALL
Daily Staff Writer

What would happen if everyone simultaneously saw two minutes of their lives
six months in the future? Would everyone

FlashForward
Starring Joseph Fiennes, John
Cho, Jack Davenport, Dominic
Monaghan
Airs Thursdays at 8 p.m. on ABC
revel in their wisdom, lash out irrationally
with their knowledge or simply be utterly
confused at what they saw? Well, ABC’s
“FlashForward” explores the repercussions
of knowing what looms in the future.
On March 18, the new drama
“FlashForward” returned to television with
an adrenaline-filled two-hour episode,
resuming its first season. While many new
shows fail to capture a committed audience
in the pilot episodes and are subsequently
canceled, “FlashForward” has withstood
this preliminary obstacle and is here for the
spring season to establish greater TV credibility. The arrival of “FlashForward” comes

Airing the
revolution

A

Daily Editorial Board

sister in “Almost Famous” (2000), the childlike girl who works in a toy store in “Elf”
(2003) and a blue-eyed heartbreaker in last
year’s surprise indie blockbuster “(500) Days
of Summer.” Less well-known by name, but
an indie staple all the same, M. Ward has
released solo albums and has guested for artists ranging from Bright Eyes to Norah Jones.
Forming an unlikely pair in the musical duo
She & Him, Deschanel and Ward have put
out what sounds like a variety of vintage
country/pop songs.
She & Him released its second album last
week, appropriately titled “Volume Two.”
Though its sound remains the same as that
of “Volume One” (2008), the singing duo has
taken a significant step forward, proving She
& Him is not merely a side project for the
already successful stars.
With Deschanel belting out the lead vocals

CARYN HOROWITZ |
THE CULTURAL CULINARIAN

after a four-month hiatus — the show aired
10 episodes up until December to avoid
the holiday audience slump.
Looselybasedon “Flashforward,”the1999
novel by Robert J. Sawyer, “FlashForward”
takes viewers on an intense, high-stakes
journey into the world of science fiction.
The plot of the show is relatively simple:
The entire world loses consciousness for
137 seconds — a worldwide blackout — in
which everyone has “flashforwards,” visions
of life six months in the future. Because
of this unexpected blackout, millions of
people are killed, as everyone becomes fully
incapacitated while driving vehicles, flying airplanes and operating mechanical
equipment. The results of this catastrophe
are physically and emotionally devastating,
establishing an environment flooded with
the chaotic fear of future blackouts and
human helplessness.
“FlashForward” is a frantic race against
time to determine who caused the blackout
and whether it will happen again in the
future. For the most part, the characters in
the show are angered and confused by their
respective flashforwards, as many of them
grapple with the many unexplained mysteries that their futures hold. Aaron Stark (Brian
see FLASHFORWARD, page 6

Even though her sound can be a little repetitive, she has the potential to lead She & Him
to the heights of indie fame with the help of
see SHE & HIM, page 6

MOVIE REVIEW

Uninspired
thriller ‘Repo Men’
disappoints
BY

ALLEN IRWIN

Daily Staff Writer

In the future, there will be no more
waiting lists for kidney transplants, or
any kind of organs for that matter.

Repo Men
Starring Jude Law, Forest
Whitaker, Alice Braga
Directed by Miguel Sapochnik
Instead, doctors will be able to sell people mechanical organs produced on a
sterilized assembly line and branded
with a barcode, ready to replace a failed
body part like a new set of tires on a
car. This is the world of “Repo Men,”
the newest installment in the dystopic
sci-fi thriller genre. But in the land
of synthetic livers and manufactured
muscles, health care is not universal.
The film follows a “Repo Man”
named Remy (Jude Law) whose job
is to retrieve organs from people who
have fallen behind in paying for them
— never mind that the organs are still
housed in the clients’ bodies. It turns
out that the company that builds the
body parts, simply called The Union,
charges a hefty replacement fee. Remy’s
partner and best friend Jake (Forest
Whitaker) aids Remy in this grisly job,
and the two go about their business as
if they were bored door-to-door salesmen who only half-heartedly believe in
the product that they’re selling.
The film, directed by relative newcomer Miguel Sapochnik, appears to be
a satire. The Repo Men of the title are
like blue-collar assassins, and the salesmen of The Union are just a little too
helpful — their tagline for prospective
buyers is, “You owe it to your family. You
owe it to yourself.” Unfortunately, the
tone of the film comes off as muddled
because the director tries to combine
the over-the-top premise with realistic
human drama, resulting in a movie

TVGUIDE.COM

John Cho and Joseph Fiennes take to the small screen in the drama “FlashForward.”

see REPO MEN, page 6

fter what feels like a lifetime of buildup and anticipation, “Jamie Oliver’s
Food Revolution” finally premiered
on March 26 at 8 p.m. on ABC. The
basic premise of the show is that Oliver,
a British celebrity chef best known by his
moniker “The Naked Chef,” spent time in
Huntington, W.Va., last fall to try to get people
to eat healthier. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, almost half
of the adult population of the city is obese,
and Huntington has been dubbed “the fattest
city in America” as a result of these statistics.
Since I did not jet off to some exotic locale
last week and spent the majority of my vacation in rotating shifts between my couch and
my bed, the premiere was something for me to
look forward to. The buzz surrounding “Food
Revolution” has been around for months, and
the show seems to cause strong visceral reactions in people. Some talk about Oliver like he
is on a holy mission to save Americans, while
others paint him as an insufferable British
nutcase who needs to head back across the
pond. I have had mixed feelings about the
show for some time, wavering between the
two camps. I want to try to reserve judgment
until the entirety of the show has aired — the
premiere was only the first in a six-part series.
Regardless of how I end up feeling about
the show in the end, the one thing that
has completely fascinated me about “Food
Revolution” is the advertising campaign
surrounding it. The name of the series says
it all and provides the crux of the problem
of promoting the show: How do you advertise a revolution?
You get Ryan Seacrest and Oprah involved,
that’s how.
First, let’s tackle Mr. American Idol himself, who is a producer of the series. Seacrest
and his team know how to sell reality television. From a business standpoint, “Food
Revolution” is just another TV show that
needed to be sold to a network, get airtime
and sell ad space. The show needs to make
money. From an entertainment standpoint,
the show needs to be interesting, riveting and
thought-provoking. So from the entertainment business standpoint, which Seacrest
specializes in — the guy practically owns the
E! Entertainment Network — it needs to be
a moneymaker that that will spark people’s
interest and bring viewers in.
That’s where the commercials come in.
The advertisements for “Food Revolution”
span the emotional gamut. Some play out
like a horror scene: shots of massive coffins specially designed for the deceased
obese, people sitting besides mountains of
processed, fatty foods and clips of children
who are unable to identify a tomato. Other
ads were more somber and serious, with
statistics about the obesity epidemic and
a call for things to change. A few advertisements were downright heartbreaking, with
Oliver on the verge of tears discussing his
desire to help people. The commercials
played to every possible aspect of a reality
television show.
Then, if those ads weren’t enough,
you add Oprah to the mix. When Miss O
puts her stamp on something, it’s pretty
much guaranteed to become a success.
Both Seacrest and Oliver appeared on “The
Oprah Winfrey Show” on Friday afternoon
before “Food Revolution” aired. Oprah,
Oliver and Seacrest all discussed their own
issues with weight and how their personal
struggles have inspired them to support
the show. They want things to change so
that future generations can have healthier
habits than they have had. It was heartwarming and inspiring, and really humanized the point of “Revolution.”
The Seacrest-Winfrey effect worked:
“Revolution” got 7.5 million viewers, an
impressive feat for any Friday night show. So
say what you want about the premise of the
show, but in the end, the “Revolution” has
successfully been televised.
Caryn Horowitz is a senior majoring in
history. She can be reached at Caryn.
Horowitz@tufts.edu.
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She & Him’s latest album ‘Volume
Two’ is cute, but repetitive
SHE & HIM
continued from page 5

M. Ward backing her up on his guitar, alongside a plethora of instruments that build up
her sweet, playful voice.
The first single released from the album,
“In the Sun,” has the typical upbeat vibe that
many expect from She & Him. Adding to the
track are Tilly and the Wall, a small indie pop
group from Nebraska. The appeal of the track
to a mainstream audience is obvious — it’s
simply constructed and makes breaking up
seem fun — but this song is by no means the
strongest on the album.
It’s hard to beat the album’s opening track,
“Thieves,” as Deschanel brings in a sort of
Patsy Cline ballad — with an upbeat tempo, of
course. Deschanel’s songs, and subsequently,
her voice, are at their best when she adds a
little twang to the lyrics. Another song that
mirrors this country influence is “Lingering
Still” — the sound, both from Deschanel’s
voice and Ward’s guitar, seems like something
straight out of the Grand Ole Opry.
The best track on the duo’s second installment —“I’m Gonna Make It Better” — comes
smack-dab in the middle of the album. Here
Deschanel and Ward have combined their
country/pop sensibilities perfectly. While
many of She & Him’s songs are compositionally simple, this track crescendos into an
instrumental mid section that makes listeners
return for more, while other original tracks,
like “Home,” are easily forgettable.
She & Him also know how to construct
a slow-moving song, even if it doesn’t seem
to be their favorite thing to do. Though they
come back-to-back at the end of “Volume
Two,” drastically slowing down the mood
of the album, “Brand New Shoes” and “If
You Can’t Sleep” provide the beauty of the
duo’s sound without the upbeat tempo that

becomes annoying after 11 tracks.
As in “Volume One,” many of the songs
in “Volume Two” blend together, becoming
utterly forgettable after the first listen. Though
Deschanel and Ward have tried new things
— more instruments, more confidence, more
complex arrangements — some of the tracks
don’t surpass anything more than “cute.”
Two such songs are the album’s covers:
NRBQ’s “Ridin’ in My Car” (1977) and Patience
and Prudence’s “Gonna Get Along Without
You Now” (1956). While Deschanel’s original
songs bring a modern mentality to a vintage
sound, these obscure covers just sound stale.
For anyone who hasn’t heard of She &
Him — and there’s quite a large possibility of
this, despite Deschanel’s popularity — their
albums are worth a listen. The two albums
even go together quite nicely — both being
about old love lost and new love found, two of
Deschanel’s favorite subjects.

continued from page 5

that can’t decide what it wants to be. The
blasé attitudes of Remy and Jake provide
occasion for commentary that is witty, but
largely humorless. And Remy’s attempts to
reconcile his profession with his family life
remain unmoving because the premise is
so ridiculous that it leaves no room for any
real observation of character.
In an uninspired twist in which Remy is
performing “one last job,” he encounters a
mishap that leaves him nearly dead and in
need of one of the artificial hearts that he
is used to cutting out of strangers’ chests.
After experiencing what life is like on
the other side of the fence, Remy gains a
conscience that prevents him from doing
his job and, inevitably, making his payments. What follows is a by-the-numbers
action movie about a man betrayed by the
system he works for, leaving him with no
choice but to destroy the system itself.
Remy befriends a down-on-her-luck
nightclub singer named Beth (Alice
Braga), who sports as many fake body
parts as real ones. Together they decide to
free everyone from the oppression of The

‘FlashForward’ holds the future of
sci-fi series
FLASHFORWARD
continued from page 5

MYSPACE.COM

Cute and quirky, albeit forgettable, country/
pop tracks prevail on She & Him’s sophomore album.

Ridiculous premise muddles plot
twist ending in ‘Repo Men’
REPO MEN

TVGUIDE.COM

This looks like a scene right out of “24.” Is John Cho the new Jack Bauer?

Union, and most of the implications of the
initial premise then fall by the wayside in
favor of a string of increasingly preposterous action scenes. Remy and Beth make
their way toward The Union headquarters,
dodging and dispatching other Repo Men
and wreaking havoc along the way. They
soon find that Remy’s merciless boss (Liev
Schreiber) has assigned Jake to their trail,
and the ex-partners eventually reach a
showdown in which they each have to
make the classic decision between friendship and duty.
Even though “Repo Men” has an interesting premise, it doesn’t hold up under
scrutiny. The action scenes, which seem to
take place in a future comprised entirely
of offices or derelict buildings, are only
average and can’t save the movie from its
poor script. One of the film’s more interesting aspects, however, is the presence
of a twist ending, which, despite being
relatively cliché, gives the film a decidedly cynical aftertaste that deserves some
respect. Sadly, the rest of “Repo Men” neither deserves nor meshes with the ending,
and it becomes just another incongruent
piece of a poorly assembled puzzle.

F. O’Byrne) is puzzled to see himself greeting
his daughter, who was presumed to have
been killed in Afghanistan. Doctor Olivia
Benford (Sonya Walger) sees herself cheating
on her husband with a man she has never
met until the start of the show. But arguably
the most eerie flashforward is when FBI
Special Agent Demitri Noh (John Cho) sees
absolutely nothing; thus, he assumes that he
will die within the next six months.
Because of this bedlam of future possibilities, the characters focus on unearthing the context of certain flashforwards
and trying to stop some of the more catastrophic ones. FBI Special Agent Mark
Benford (Joseph Fiennes) proves to be a
key ingredient to solving the case since his
flashforward consists of viewing the progress his team has made in its investigation
of the blackout six months into the future.
He uses clues from his flashforward to
help piece together the mystery behind the
worldwide blackout.
As they begin the new spring installments, co-creators David S. Goyer and

Brannon Braga designed the two-hour
premiere to concurrently summarize
past storylines and incorporate new
plot material. In doing so, the show
hopes to acquire more fans who may
have missed the first 10 episodes of the
season last year.
One of the main draws of “FlashForward”
is that it boasts an eccentric, talented
cast of actors. Fiennes (“Shakespeare in
Love,” 1998) shines as the obsessive Agent
Benford, Dominic Monaghan (the lovable
Charlie Pace, the musician/heroin addict
on “Lost”) is the elusive genius, Simon
Campos knows the scientific causes of the
blackout, and Gabrielle Union (“Bring It
On,” 2000) plays the fiancée of Agent Noh.
With popular shows like “Lost” and “24”
leaving the air in the upcoming months,
“FlashForward” has the potential to lead
the way for the next generation of actionoriented, sci-fi TV shows. For everyone
looking for a new show to fill the place
of Jack Bauer and John Locke, why not
explore the mysteries of “FlashForward?”
“FlashForward” airs every Thursday
night at 8 p.m. on ABC.
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EDITORIAL

Climate change legislation should be next on agenda
With the passage of the health care reform
bill last week and today’s signing of a student
loan bill that will remove commercial banks
from the student loan market, President
Barack Obama has a lot to celebrate. With
these recent successes, Obama is making
some of his campaign promises real, and
it is clear that his administration is able to
pass sweeping reform bills through the current Congress.
While these recent accomplishments are
laudable, it is now time to look ahead to
another issue that has not yet been adequately addressed by the current administration: climate change. Obama needs to work
with lawmakers to use the momentum of
the recent successes in Washington to pass
a bill that will secure America’s energy independence, create jobs and reduce emissions
and pollution that are irreparably damaging
the global environment. Obama made campaign pledges to address climate change,
and the promises could become reality if
the Senate makes it a priority to draft a new
climate change bill.
Congressional midterm elections are
coming up, and given the Republican outrage at the health care bill and the stimulus

package, many predict that Democrats will
lose seats to Republicans in November. With
the prospect of losing a Democratic majority
in Congress and the imminent transitional
period that will occur following elections, it is
clear that now is the time to act if a successful
bill is going to be drafted.
However, energy and climate change legislation does not have to be a partisan issue.
Currently, Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) is working with Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) on
a bill to improve upon the messy cap-andtrade plan that narrowly passed the House
in June. Graham, a Republican, is leading
a movement in his party that recognizes
that carbon emissions cannot continue
unchecked indefinitely. Moving away from
foreign oil, reducing pollution and creating
green jobs are priorities on which senators
from both sides should be able to agree.
Another bipartisan pair of senators is
working on an alternative proposal that
also diverges from the cap-and-trade structure, which has been derided by critics in
Washington. Maria Cantwell (D-Wash.)
and Susan Collins (R-Maine) plan to auction licenses to producers of pollutants and
return the revenues to consumers. This sys-

tem with large tax rebates for the public is
what Obama envisions for climate change
legislation, and the senators have received
the president’s approval for their plan.
The House struggled to pass its climate
change legislation in June, and there were
many strong critics who would threaten
the Senate bill as well. However, the plans
under construction in the Senate are nothing like the “cap-and-tax” systems of the
House bill. Bipartisan partnerships are on
the road to creating responsible legislation
that reduces carbon emissions and spurs
economic growth.
In the wake of successful health care and
student loan reform, proposing and passing successful climate change legislation
needs to be the next top priority of both the
Senate and the president. The voices of oil
and coal lobbyists cannot continue to override the growing need for energy independence and green jobs. Senators from both
parties need to recognize that this legislation is exactly what the American economy
and the global environment need, and legislators need to act soon to make good on
the political momentum in Washington
while it lasts.
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CALEB WHISENANT
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The living of life is being reduced to
140 characters.
In the last year, the social networking
Web site Twitter has become a cultural phenomenon, an interactive sensation rivaling
Facebook and MySpace. However, unlike
these two networking Web sites, Twitter is all
about the status, nothing else.
Because [of] the nature of Twitter, the focus
becomes solely the content of the status.
Some people choose to inform their followers of what they are doing at that particular
moment: what song they are listening to, who
they are having lunch with. Other people opt
to be more abstract, posting thoughts, ideas,
beliefs and sayings. Many people do both.
The interesting thing about Twitter, however, is the amount of celebrities who use
it. Larry King, Oprah Winfrey, Pink, Ashton
Kutcher, Ellen DeGeneres, John Legend,
Chris Brown, even President Barack Obama

are among a host of celebrities who have
become “tweeter twits” as I like to call them.
It is nothing short of amazing, and
perhaps healthy for a national collective
consciousness, to think of the accessibility to celebrities Twitter has given to fans.
Following a celebrity on Twitter affords one
the opportunity to know what that person is
doing at any given moment. There are even
some celebrities who choose the “Tweet
Your Location option,” which gives GPS
coordinates for the location of the person at
the time they tweeted their status. It almost
seems as if celebrities are now doing the
paparazzi’s job for them.
Now, save the only living American
Nobel Laureate in Literature, a Chicagobased talk show host and a Canadian songstress who always makes my heart go, I am
not by any means a celebrity-obsessed nut.
I believe a celebrity is just a person whose
name a lot of people know and who may
have a few more dollars in the bank than
most other people do. At the same time, I

marvel at the connection to a celebrity that
is made possible only via Twitter.
Ellen DeGeneres is the perfect example
of this. She often responds to people who
respond to her on Twitter. For someone who
is celebrity-crazy, if the person you idolize
acknowledged you via Twitter, it would have
to make you feel somewhat validated, simply
because the celebrity recognized you exist.
So, here’s the thing. I am confident that
Twitter will one day, and perhaps one day
soon, be a thing of the past, as can be evidenced with MySpace and Facebook. Many
people did not like Facebook when it first
caught on. MySpace reigned supreme in the
networking kingdom. Now Facebook has
more hits than Google.
For now Twitter is here, and more people
are joining daily. Whether or not you like
Twitter or even understand it, it’s hard to
deny the social, cultural, even political power
it has. And I think that says something about
us as a society — something so significant
may be worth a tweet.
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Corrections
The March 29 article “Mock trial advances to nationals with milestone showing at regionals” incorrectly referred to the Opening Round of the
Championship Series (ORCS) as a regional competition. ORCS was actually the national opening qualifying round for the National Championship
finals, which the Tufts mock trial program advanced to for the first time this past weekend with its second place finish.
In the March 29 article “Softball: Jumbos go 7-5 on West Coast trip,” junior Izzie Santone was incorrectly listed as a sophomore.
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of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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OFF THE HILL | WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

The health care solution is simple, but you won’t like it
BY

C.G. SHIELDS

The Daily Athenaeum

Depending on whose talking points you believe, anywhere
from about 40 percent (according to USA Today/Gallup) to 173
percent (Fox News Propaganda Ministry, Glenn Beck Division)
of the citizens of this country hate the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act of 2010.
Everyone — every single person — believes it is a government takeover of the private sector that will crash the economy
and ultimately rend the very fabric of America. You, reader,
must surely also believe this, by virtue of being American.
Maybe there is hope — the attorneys general of 13 states (12
of them Republicans) have filed suit challenging the legislation’s constitutionality; Virginia and Idaho have passed statutes
exempting (theoretically, anyway) their citizens from the bill’s
individual mandate requirement. Virginia has also filed its own
challenge on constitutional grounds, separate from the aforementioned joint suit.
If the constitutional issue has merits, experts agree they
don’t seem to be much — "the lawsuit probably doesn’t have
legs," said David Freeman Engstrom of Stanford University.
"The argument ... is, if not frivolous, close to it," says Sanford
Levinson of the University of Texas. That’s not going to stop
our GOP friends, who otherwise have such great concern for
the wasteful spending of taxpayer dollars, from mounting an
expensive court fight.
When they lose, Tea Partiers will again curse and spit, and
Democrats will again sing a victory song in the halls of the
Capitol. These are the rigidly oppositional axes along which
we’ve aligned ourselves.
This is less a policy debate than a struggle between two
armies encamped on parallel ridges, shouting war cries across
the distance, heavy guns aimed into the barren no-man’s land
between, ready to fire at any hint of movement. I wonder, what
would we find in that contested ground if we did not risk life
and limb (with no insurance until 2014, mind you) to enter it?
There are a few things, but not much of substance.
Republicans are on board with a regulatory structure that
restricts private insurers from setting lifetime limits on coverage amounts, rescinding coverage arbitrarily and denying
coverage based on preexisting conditions. They are opposed
violently to mandates that employers provide coverage and
individuals purchase it (to be achieved through a system of tax
subsidies and penalties).
It comes down to this: Republicans do not believe universal
coverage is a worthy end; Democrats do. Republicans would
like to address rising costs. But can anyone tell me where they
were on this from 2001 to 2006, when the GOP repeatedly did
anything it very well pleased, including the introduction of a
fantastically expensive prescription drug benefit and a hopelessly convoluted, inefficient experiment in semi-privatized
Medicare? Democrats want to extend coverage and reduce
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premiums. At the very least, this act, whatever else it might do,
will certainly have those two effects.
In that sense it’s a historic accomplishment — a "big f’n
deal" indeed — and it’s a far greater step in addressing some
of the intrinsic problems with our health care system than any
Republican administration or Congress has taken at any point
in history.
For nothing other than the sake of argument, let’s say it’s true
everyone in the country hates this legislation. Let’s say it’s true
that it won’t fix anything, that it will cost enormous wads of
money, and will kill innovation and drive costs up rather than
down. Let’s say it won’t achieve universal coverage anyway
because individuals will choose to pay a fine rather than buy
insurance, and businesses will choose to pay a fine and cast
their employees off onto government-subsidized nonprofit
plans. Let’s accept the worst-case scenarios all around. There’s
a simple way to address all of those problems. I can fix health
care reform in a way that will give both sides what they ostensibly want.
I can do it, but you aren’t going to like it. I can fix it with just
two words: single payer. With a single payer system, universal

coverage is assured by definition. There are no rescissions, lifetime limits or denials of coverage because there is no primary
private insurance.
For this same reason, there are no rising premiums to worry
about because premiums don’t exist. There is no individual
mandate and there are no subsidies or penalties. Overall costs
are reduced because the single payer decides what it will and
will not pay for services, and because the outrageous administrative costs for private insurance (as much as 30 percent in
some cases) are eliminated. Administrative costs for providers
are also substantially reduced because billing a single payer at
preset rates is more efficient than billing thousands of payers at
thousands of varying rates. Of course, despite its benefits, single
payer is the reform solution that dare not speak its name.
The idea is anathema to both sides. Republicans will die
first, and even those Democrats who quietly harbor affinity for
the idea won’t confess to it in public.
It’s socialism — a Marxist-Leninist assault on decent
American values, whether or not it might be really be the
answer. I told you that you wouldn’t like it, so we are stuck with
private mandates instead. Maybe someday.

OFF THE HILL | UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Lesson on freedom from Saudi Arabia
BY

ANNA SWENSON

Arizona Daily Wildcat

Here’s something that will never happen in America: A
woman in Saudi Arabia is poised to make at least $270,000
and maybe as much as $1.3 million in a televised poetry
competition for her politically charged works in criticism of
suicide bombers and extreme clerics.
Hissa Hilal is a contestant on Saudi Arabia’s “Million’s Poet,”
an American Idol-like television program. She has advanced
to the final round after receiving high scores from the show’s
judges for expressing her opinion “honestly and powerfully.”
Hilal, who delivers her poems in a traditional abaya that
leaves only her eyes exposed, delivered a poem condemning
the “subversive” fatwas (religious opinion concerning Islamic
law) given by extreme Saudi clerics, calling them “vicious in
voice, barbaric, angry and blind.”
According to The National, an English-language, United
Arab Emirates-based newspaper, Hilal is facing death threats
for her poetry. The National reported, “Hilal said yesterday:
‘Like anyone who receives a threat to scare him or her, I take
it seriously but only slightly.’”
The article continued, “She said her family had asked her
to restrict her poems to ‘ordinary’ issues. But she added: ‘I
want peace for everyone, Muslims and others. We are all living in a global village, so we cannot live without each other.’”
Though it does a disservice to the eloquent Hilal to not
consider her as a protagonist, it is impossible for an American
to consider this situation and not consider what a foil she is
for American culture. Hilal and her poetry provide a stark and
unflattering reflection of what American culture values.

The University of Arizona has one of the best poetrywriting programs in the United States and a renowned poetry
center, but even in Tucson poets make almost no money
and do not have nearly the cultural respect of poets in Arab
culture. In an interview with the The New York Times, Arab
media expert Lina Khatib explained, “The show is at the
heart of cultural conversations in the Arab world. Because it’s
poetry, one of the most respected forms of expression in the
Arab world, you can push the boundaries much further than
you might with popular music.”
In the United States, the cultural conversation (if one can
call it a conversation) skews much more toward the sexual
hijinks of celebrities, famous for being drug addicts, than
toward housewife-poets who speak out against religious
violence. American culture rewards young, beautiful people
who sing songs written by others relatively decently, and calls
a contestant “brave” when she wears a loudly-colored dress.
Americans are so entrenched in the muck of which actress is
sleeping with which athlete that they fail to consider either
poetry or politics as very important, to the detriment to our
culture and our consideration of others.
Why are we so en-mucked? Most people in the United
States are free to do nearly anything without fear of a death
threat, and yet the culture focuses on young alcoholics from
New Jersey who are effectively illiterate in comparison to
Hilal. That it generates good poetry is hardly a justification for
limiting freedom, but there is a corollary between societies
who are socially repressed and the creation of good and brave
art. Like Anna Akhmatova in Soviet Russia, Hilal expressed
her opinion through poetry, presenting a critique of particular extreme clerics with beauty and grace. She will be targeted

for her actions, shouldering threats on her family and her life
as a result of her strong, decisive statements.
In America, political commentators have almost nothing
to fear, and yet the arguments they make are nowhere near
as eloquent as Hilal’s words, even in translation. Popular
art, too, is characterized by making money and being shiny
far more than it is about promoting art or furthering liberty.
Perhaps the relative freedom of the United States has dulled
our capacity for beauty and bravery and replaced it with a
capacity for gym-tan-laundry. Perhaps Americans think they
have nothing about which to be brave. But the fact remains
that while American poets are largely marginalized, a country like Saudi Arabia that most Americans view as extremely
repressed has a television show in which one may earn millions of dollars for poetry.
There is no corollary to Hilal in American culture. Rather
than the brave and eloquent, American culture values the
young and the irresponsible. More freedom should not
make us more stupid. Americans have to remember the
American cocoon of (relative) safety does not nullify our
ability to be eloquent, socially piercing or politically active.
Just because speaking out against the government in the
United States doesn’t make you as much of a badass as you
would be in other places does not mean you should refrain
from political life.
Hilal has said, “My message to those who hear me is love,
compassion and peace.” Rather than bedazzling that phrase
on the backside of a tracksuit, Americans would do well
to consider the lesson about freedom we can learn from a
Muslim poet/activist/housewife in Saudi Arabia who is not
even granted the liberty of showing her face.

LET THE CAMPUS KNOW WHAT MATTERS TO YOU.
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Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept opinion articles on any
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and 1,200 words. Please send submissions, with a contact number, to oped@tuftsdaily.com. Feel free to e-mail us
with any questions.
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What do you need to know?
COMMENCEMENT 2010
http://commencement.tufts.edu

Housing
294 Boston Avenue
3 bedroom, 1 bath. Freshly
painted, two common rooms,
two porches and storage. Short
walk to Tufts. Available June 1st.
$1575/month (without utilities).
First month and security deposit
required. Visit http://is.gd/b3R6p or
call 617-504-8708 for more info.
3 and 4 BR apts
(781) 863-0440 Rents starting at
$550/BR.
Clean modern Apartment next to
Tufts on quiet street.
New On-Site Laundry Facility ...
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Housing

Services

(cont’d) with New Washer & Dryer.
Large modern kitchen with new
refrigerator, dishwashers, and 20
feet of oak cabinets. Plenty of
kitchen storage space
Bathroom newly remodeled.
Hardwood floors resurfaced,
New Energy Efficient Windows,
New Heating System Front and
Back Porches, Garage Parking.
No Fees. Multiple units available
to accommodate larger groups
Call John (781) 863-0440 NCA.
Associates@gmail.com

McCarthy Self Storage
22 Harvard Street Medford, MA
02155.781-396-7724 Business
Hours Mon-Fri 8am to 5pm Sat
9am to 2:45pm Sun 10am to
2:45pm Space available to students
close to Tufts Univ. 5x5x3 $30.00,
5x5x8 $48.00, 5x8x8 $66.00,
5x10x8 $71.00, 5x12x8 $81.00
Please call for more information

Wanted
Babysitter Needed
Experienced childcare needed 10
hours a week for infant twins near
Tufts. FLexible days and times.
Opportunity for additional hours.
Please call Katie at 301-325-3803.
References required.

Wanted
$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California
Cryobank`s donor program.
Branch offices in Cambridge.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Tufts to face Colby and Bates in
Maine this weekend
WOMEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 12

ALEX DENNETT/TUFTS DAILY

Sophomore Kai Victoria teamed up with freshman Andrew Lutz at No. 1 doubles to capture
a 9-8 (3) victory in the Jumbos’ 6-3 win versus Puerto Rico-Mayaguez over spring break.

Jumbos will be tested against
Middlebury on Friday
MEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 12

lost a close three setter 6-0, 3-6, 6-2.
The lone victory for the Jumbos
came from freshman Ben Barad, who
in the No. 6 singles position defeated
Vassar senior Jeremy Arthur 7-6 (6) in
the first set before cruising through
the second set to win 6-2.
“Vassar was a good team, and they
had a few good wins and a bunch
of really good players, and we knew
coming in that it would be a tough
match,” senior tri-captain Daniel
Landers said.
“We had beaten them the last two
years,” he continued. “It was a disappointing way to start the season,
because the match would have gotten
us ranked. We fought with them in
every match, but on that given day,
things didn’t go our way.”
In the doubles matches, freshman
Andrew Lutz was paired with Victoria
for the first time, and together they
pulled out a close 9-8 victory in the
No. 1 slot. In No. 2 doubles play,
tri-captains junior Paul Kohnstamm
and senior Daniel Landers returned to
action after sitting out the fall season
with injuries.
While the Kohnstamm and Landers
duo fell behind 5-2 early, they kept

their composure and, with aggressive play and well-placed volleying,
turned the match around, winning
8-5.
In singles play, freshmen Ben Barad
and Mark Westerfield both had big
wins at the No. 5 and 6 single spots
respectively, while Lutz at the No. 4
singles spot pulled out a close second
set 6-4 after winning the first set easily.
The Jumbos’ next match will be
their home opener against NESCAC
rival Middlebury Friday, followed by
a double-header on Saturday versus
Bowdoin and Brandeis. The matchup with the nationally No. 4-ranked
Panthers on Friday poses a tough
test for the Jumbos. The weekend as
a whole, with three contests in two
days, presents a grueling physical
challenge.
“Given the fact that we have two
matches on Saturday, I don’t know
that we are even going to send out our
full first team out there, because we
are going to have to mix and match
players so we can prepare for all three
matches,” Landers said.
“Hopefully, at the end of the weekend we can have a few wins, beating
Brandeis and one of the other two
teams,” he added.

victory came from Hollender, who defeated
senior Christine Johnstone 6-2, 6-1 in fifthseed singles.
The Jumbos continued to test themselves in another Div. II matchup against
nationally ranked No. 24 Nova Southeastern
University. Tufts lost two of three doubles
matches, with first-years Katz and Lam
winning second doubles 8-6. However, the
Jumbos came back to win four of six singles
matches to top Nova Southeastern 5-4 in a
close match.
“This was our best match,” Browne said.
“The majority of our wins came from our
freshmen, which is huge for us as a team
because it really shows how deep we are
in the lineup, and it gave them a lot of
confidence.”
With three of five matches under their belt,
the Jumbos went up against yet another Div. II
powerhouse in fifth-ranked Barry University.
The Buccaneers swept the Jumbos in doubles
with decisive 8-4, 8-3 and 8-5 wins and outlasted Tufts in five of six singles matches.
“While we didn’t win a ton of doubles
matches, we were playing really strong teams
and putting into matches what we’ve worked
on in practice,” Browne said.
“[Doubles improvement] is a big
focus,” Hollender added. “It’s something

we really want to work on to get ready for
our actual season.”
The Jumbos earned their only point in
Browne’s 6-1, 6-4 defeat of Barry senior Yulia
Kashelkina at first singles.
In its fifth and final day of the trip, Tufts
matched up against Div. I Cornell University
in Melbourne, Fla. on Friday afternoon. With
two large rosters, the coaches agreed to score
the match as best out of 11 with seven singles
matches and four doubles contests.
Although Cornell swept the doubles
matches, the third and fourth doubles games
came down to the wire, finishing 9-8 and 9-7,
respectively. The Jumbos’ hard-hitting play
earned them a 4-3 overall win in singles, but
the three wins for the Big Red were enough for
them to clinch the 7-4 victory.
Tufts will return home and begin its
NESCAC schedule in Maine on April 3 with
matchups against Colby and Bates, stronger from the tough competition faced over
spring break.
“I think the team took a lot of confidence
away from the trip,” Browne said. “We competed really well, and I think we can take a lot
from this week into our regular season.”
“We did a lot of work with mental toughness,” Hollender added. “We hung in there
with a lot of tough teams, so it showed that we
have a lot of potential to do well in our division. We’re excited for the season to start.”

JAMES CHOCA/TUFTS DAILY

Junior tri-captain Julia Browne and the No. 12 Jumbos are 4-3 on the season after a series of
grueling spring break matches in Florida.

Youthful roster bodes well for team’s future success
WOMEN’S SWIM AND DIVE
continued from page 12

A four-time national qualifier, Gardel
took fourth in the 1-meter competition
on March 18 and then tacked on a seventh-place finish in the 3-meter dive on
Saturday. For the third time in her career,
Gardel garnered All-American honors in
the 1-meter with a final score of 406.00,
besting her fifth-place finish at last year’s
national competition and maintaining the
fourth-place slot she slid into with 402.60
points in the preliminaries.
“It’s definitely great to look up and see
the divers doing so well,” Drinane said. “We
rely a lot on them for points and for making
our team and our program much more wellrounded. It’s always exciting to have someone so dependable like Lindsay [Gardel] to
contribute to the team’s dynamic.”
Performing with a back injury that surfaced at the NESCAC meet, Gardel additionally cruised to a 425.00 score in the 3-meter
finals two days later, eventually earning that
elusive All-American award after a 451.25
score in the preliminaries.
“A lot of physical therapy and a lot of Advil,”
Gardel said with a chuckle when asked how
she got through the pain. “I knew it was going
to hurt, and it wasn’t going to get better. It was
a matter of getting used to it and figuring out

how to dive. It was a good meet. There were
always things I could have done better, but I
was happy with it.”
Gardel had finished in the top 16 in the
3-meter for the first three years, coming in
14th last season, 12th her sophomore year
and 11th as a freshman, but she never rang
in the top eight for All-American status until
this year.
The NESCAC champion in the 1-meter
dive, Gardel scored 27 points for the Jumbos
at Nationals, boosting Tufts to 30th place
thanks to the efforts of its sole representative.
Emory University captured the overall standings with 586.5 points, and two NESCAC
schools — Williams and Amherst -— finished
in third and sixth, respectively.
For the majority of the Tufts squad, however, the season ended in late February at
the conference meet, in which Tufts finished
fourth. Though the squad missed out on
finishing third for the second consecutive
year, the Jumbos nonetheless set four school
records and swam six NCAA national “B” cut
times at the meet.
Aside from Gardel, who broke the
Middlebury Natatorium record in the 1-meter dive, sophomore Valerie Eacret was the
conference runner-up in the 50-yard butterfly, improving her own school record
by eight-tenths of a second. First-year K.J.

Kroetch etched her name into the record
books as well, swimming a 28.38 in the
50-yard backstroke. Senior quad-captain
Meredith Cronin posted a school record in
the 100-yard backstroke, while freshman
Christine Garvey edged out a 20-year-old
record in the 200-yard butterfly. Overall, the
Jumbos were just 77.5 points behind the
host Panthers for third place.
The successful youth on display for Tufts
at the NESCAC meet should bode well for
future years, according to the Jumbos.
“The freshmen and sophomores are all
really talented, and I think they bring a nice
sense of depth to the team,” Drinane said.
“Having new people every year, we try to
build the best program we can, and I think
the freshmen and sophomores definitely
helped it this year.”
For the dual meet portion of the season, the Jumbos struggled to find the
overall groove that propelled them to an
8-1 record in the 2008-09 campaign. After
winning its first meet against Colorado
College, Tufts proceeded to drop five of
its next six dual meets by narrow margins,
partially due to a young, inexperienced
roster missing some of its key swimmers
due to illness or study abroad.
“In the beginning, we had a lot of freshmen get sick, so we all looked forward to

the training trip and to the juniors coming
back and to everyone feeling better physically,” Drinane said. “With the focus on the
long-term in mind, we really try to push
through the tough times. Everyone really
came together after the training trip with a
really strong desire and will to do as well as
we could. We really saw it come together at
the end.”
Consecutive wins over Wheaton and
Bates and a strong showing at the Wheaton
Invitational after winter recess marked the
start of a turnaround for the squad, which
surged into the NESCAC Championships at
full steam, tapered and prepared for some of
the country’s best competition.
The Jumbos can look forward to a youthful
roster next year, as the team will graduate just
six members in May, three of whom are divers. As such, the outlook for returning to the
glory experienced last year and continuing
the momentum of this season’s strong finish
is very good.
“The program always will be successful; we’re the team people want to be on
in terms of spirit, and we always have a
lot of fun,” Drinane said. “I think it’ll continue as people start to recognize Tufts’
as a good program, and it’ll be great for
them next year because they have such
well-rounded underclassmen.”
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INSIDE THE NBA

NCAA Tourney time to shine for NBA prospects
BY

ALEX PREWITT | LIVE FROM MUDVILLE

Bracketing
the
excitement

ALEX SCAROS

Senior Staff Writer

For the last two weeks, the nation has
watched the best talent in college basketball
showcase its skills in the NCAA Tournament.
Beyond the upsets, the busted brackets and
the buzzer beaters, the tournament provides
the public with a final look at the players who
will become the future of the NBA.
And for NBA teams hoping for a high draft
pick this June, the tournament is the last
chance to see college prospects in live game
action. History has shown that a franchise
can turn itself around with just one spectacular draft pick, and March Madness, with
its intense win-or-go-home format, is a great
opportunity for NBA front offices to evaluate
college stars and search for the player who
will vault their teams back to the top.
The New Jersey Nets are one team that is
in dire need of a game-changing superstar.
The Nets are rapidly falling toward the NBA
record for ineptitude this season, and at an
unbelievable 9-64 are currently tied for the
record of the fewest wins in an NBA season.
But even with their abysmal record, the Nets
still have some talent on their roster that suggests that the future is bright.
Headlined by an All-Star caliber point
guard in Devin Harris, who has averaged
17.0 points and 6.9 assists this season,
and at 27 years old has not yet reached
his prime, New Jersey boasts a youthful
backcourt. The Nets also have one of the
most talented pure centers in the Eastern
Conference in Brook Lopez, and a proven
scorer in Courtney Lee.
The Nets plan to move into a brand-new
arena in their new home of Brooklyn, N.Y.
in 2012, and while their current roster is
filled with talent, they will have a chance this
June to draft a player whom they hope to be
the face of their franchise in transition. Just
as the Cleveland Cavaliers struck gold with
their first-overall pick of LeBron James, the
Nets would like to find their own superstar to
grace billboards across Brooklyn.
In the NBA Draft Lottery, in which the
actual draft order is set, the team with the
worst record at the end of the season gets a
25 percent chance at landing the first pick.
And if the ping-pong balls bounce in their
favor, the Nets’ front office will have to make
a tough decision.
Kentucky point guard John Wall is considered by most to be the hands-down No. 1
overall pick in the draft, but Wall and Harris
are both natural point guards, and both
would feel out of place at shooting guard.
The Nets have close to $23 million in cap
space for the offseason, so they will be able
to revamp their franchise virtually overnight.
They can potentially sign a top-tier free
agent, like a Joe Johnson or a Carlos Boozer,
draft Wall or Ohio State’s Evan Turner — arguably the frontrunner for the Naismith College
Player of the Year award — and immediately
have a playoff-caliber team.
Turner, at 6-foot-7, is the only legitimate
contender to usurp Wall’s status as the No.1
prospect in the draft, and is arguably college
basketball’s most talented player. He runs the
point, handles the ball like a small guard, can
take his man off the dribble and finish or pull
up for a jump shot. His game is very similar to that of Portland Trail Blazers forward
Brandon Roy — who himself was a top-five
pick in the draft — and it could potentially
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Warriors star rookie Stephen Curry could soon find himself in the company of one of the
country’s top amateur players currently on display in the NCAA Tournament.
be a wise choice for the Nets to take Turner
instead of Wall at the first pick, should they
win it in the lottery.
The Minnesota Timberwolves, with 14
wins this season, are in line to receive the second pick in this year’s lottery. Coming off what
many consider to be a confusing and mismanaged draft last June, the Timberwolves
need to get this one right.
Last year, Minnesota had the fifth- and
sixth-overall picks in the draft and selected a
pair of point guards with similar skill sets in
Johnny Flynn and Ricky Rubio. While Flynn
has shown flashes of excellence this season,
Rubio decided to play in Spain for two more
years. If the Timberwolves don’t select Wall,
they will probably go for a swingman like
Syracuse’s Wesley Johnson.
Johnson, this year’s Big East Player of the
Year, will be among the most dynamic players chosen in the draft. Johnson averaged 16.5
points and 8.5 rebounds per game this year
while shooting 41.5 percent from three-point
range. Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim referred
to Johnson as the most athletic player he has
ever coached, and the Syracuse guard would
be a perfect fit for a Minnesota team that is in
desperate need of a young scorer in its backcourt. But considering their surprising draft
choices last season, the Wolves might spice
up the first round once more with another
unorthodox pick.
The Golden StateWarriors andWashington
Wizards are also among the NBA’s bottom

feeders and will look to turn things around
at the draft in June. The Warriors’ selection
of Stephen Curry last year has panned out
nicely, as Curry has averaged a solid 16.5
points and 5.6 assists per game.
The Warriors have one of the NBA’s best
scorers in guard Monta Ellis, but the franchise is starving for a presence in the post.
Golden State should look closely at Georgia
Tech’s Derrick Favors, Kentucky’s DeMarcus
Cousins and Georgetown’s Greg Monroe.
Of the three, Monroe is the most skilled —
he has superior passing ability for a big man
and has a nice touch from 18 to 20 feet from
the basket. Cousins, the physically strongest
of the three, would also be a valid option. At
6-foot-11, the Kentucky center has shown
glimpses of brilliance on the offensive glass
and on defense, but some inconsistent play
and questions about his attitude have kept
him from being discussed as a possible No. 1
overall pick.
Players still in the Final Four, such as West
Virginia’s De’Sean Butler and Devin Ebanks,
Duke’s Kyle Singler and sophomore “BabyFaced Assassin” Gordon Hayward of Butler,
will all be monitored closely by NBA scouts
this weekend in Indianapolis. For these players, this weekend’s games will be the final
chance to show NBA scouts that they have
the capacity to excel in clutch situations.
As to which players step up and show their
mettle with millions of people watching, that
will remain to be seen.

Deep pitching staﬀ carrying Jumbos defensively
BASEBALL
continued from page 12

son, Tufts batted just .286 and had 101
total hits. This year, in one fewer game,
the Jumbos have pounded out 133 hits
and 83 RBIs.
But for a team that graduated just two of
eight field starters and returns the bulk of
its pitching staff, the gaudy results on the
spring trip could have been anticipated. And
the Jumbos’ success has not been limited to
the batter’s box. Nine pitchers saw the hill in
the win over Virginia Wesleyan, allowing just
two combined hits against seven strikeouts
and one walk.
While the Jumbos’ offensive transformation was the clear story of the break, the
pitching staff did its part to match that
improvement. Sophomore pitcher Dave
Ryan, for instance, had a 7.11 ERA last
season in seven appearances and only 6.1
innings pitched. This season, as the squad’s
opening-day starter, Ryan has a team-leading 16.2 innings and is second in strikeouts

with 12.
“I just worked really hard in the off season
and I picked up about 4 mph over the summer, and that makes a big difference,” Ryan
said. “It definitely feels good to play a bigger
role. I just need to keep doing well because
it’s still early.”
Additionally, junior Derek Miller, who up
until this season had a career strikeout-towalk ratio of 1.15, has a team-best 14 strikeouts against just seven walks and pitched
7.2 innings of five-hit ball in Tufts’ 7-3 win
on March 22 over Guilford. Even junior Pat
O’Donnell, who experienced an up-anddown 2009 campaign with a 2-6 record, is
currently 2-0 with a 1.76 ERA after tossing
two gems against Washington & Lee and
North Carolina Wesleyan.
The Jumbos’ two losses came on March
23 to Greensboro — in a 17-3 decision just
hours after Tufts beat Averett 9-1 across the
state — and the day after by a 16-8 margin
to Methodist, a squad the Jumbos have not
defeated in four years.

The occasional pitfalls, however, were
sandwiched in the middle of the fastest start
in recent years for the Jumbos, something
they hope can give them the momentum
necessary to make the NCAA Tournament
for the first time since 2002.
Tufts will next be in action on Wednesday
when it visits Maine Maritime before opening up NESCAC action on Friday with a
three-game set at Bates. The Bobcats are
8-3 overall and are scoring just under 10
runs per contest.
“We face some good teams down south,
and [our record over spring break] was a
pretty good accomplishment, but at same
time we’ve got to look forward, and what
really counts is weekends [against NESCAC
teams] — that will determine whether
we make the playoffs or not,” Perry said.
“We’ve got four in arrow coming up, so
that’ll be a true test to see what this team is
really made of.”
David Heck contributed reporting to this
article.

n inverse ratio between my age
and my ability to correctly predict the outcome of college basketball games during the NCAA
Tournament has developed over recent
years. When I was eight, I was to March
Madness bracket pools what T.J. Detweiler
was to pranks. For five years in a row, I
cruised through my mother’s office pool,
winning more than enough money to buy
Crazy Bones for the next few months.
Fast forward to 2010, a year in which zero
of my Final Four picks made it, my big upsets
— UTEP, Richmond and Texas A&M — all
fell flat on their proverbial faces, and the one
time I make a brilliant call — a few weeks ago
I predicted Tennessee’s transformation into a
tournament sleeper — I don’t even have the
gall to put it in my bracket. So much for my
career aspirations to be Ms. Cleo.
But all the heartbreak has gone by the wayside, because this has been, bar none, the best
tournament of my life. Two five seeds are in
the Final Four, including Michigan State and
coach Tom Izzo, who solidified a reputation
as the best big-game coach of my generation by leading a rag-tag bunch without Kalin
Lucas past Northern Iowa and the Volunteers.
Ohio beat Georgetown, Murray State downed
Vanderbilt, and Cornell put its TI-89s away to
beat a No. 4 and No. 5 seed. Omar Samhan
took the nation by storm after leading Saint
Mary’s over Villanova, and Ali Farokmanesh
confused spellers and gamblers alike by performing one of the gutsiest basketball plays in
recent memory. If only Duke would just lose
already, it would be perfect.
What can beat this? How about the 2006
tournament, when No. 11 seed George Mason
made the Final Four among big conference
giants? That year had nine first-round upsets,
and two No. 2 seeds went down in the second
round. Perhaps I’m succumbing to presentday bias, but 2010 exceeds 2006 by far in
my mind. Michigan State’s buzzer-beating
win over Maryland, for instance, would have
been heralded as certainly one of the top-five
games of the past 10 years had it been in a
later round, and Northern Iowa over Kansas
was, hands down, the most stunning upset I
can remember.
It’s been a March of classic moments
— ones that embody the tournament’s
true power.
March Madness has this miraculous
ability to bridge social and class gaps like
no other single-national sporting event
can. (I say single-national because multinational ones like the Olympics and
the World Cup bring countries together
through sport.) Offices literally grind to a
halt when the games are on. Workers trade
in spreadsheets and ties for brackets and
jerseys. Women and men, young and old
come together — even if they’re competing
against each other — to play.
What else has the power to do that? The
Super Bowl happens after the nine-to-five
shift. Yet during March, for two days straight,
I can watch 12 hours of non-stop, live action
of my favorite sport.
Last weekend, a friend boisterously proclaimed that he would give anyone in the
room $100 to spell the Duke coach’s name
right. “K-R-Z-Y-Z-E-W-S-K-I,” I instantly
shouted, and was met with utter disbelief. I
still haven’t gotten the $100. But it’s not about
the money, right? It’s about the fun.
Yesterday, my uncle told me that he
looks forward to the tournament because
sports news seemingly is the only good
news in newspapers today. Among economic plague, political rivalries and foreign
conflicts, it’s a social revolution, a phenomenon that has reached its height with
the excitement the 2010 tournament has
brought to the table.
And I’ll keep suffering through mediocre
bracketology, because I’d trade my entire
Pokémon card collection to see a 16-overa-1 upset just once before I die. Sure, at this
rate, I’ll probably be 0-for-32 next year, about
ready to hurl myself off Jeff Foote’s shoulders
and land headfirst in a ditch. If the bracket
remains this exciting, though?
Who cares?
Alex Prewitt is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
Alexander.Prewitt@tufts.edu.
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BASEBALL

Behind sudden oﬀensive surge, Tufts wins 8 of 10 during break
BY

ALEX PREWITT

Daily Editorial Board

The legacy of the men’s baseball program
can be found in coach John Casey’s 18-year
streak of .500 or better seasons, a mark that
CIRCUS OF HITS
The baseball team kicked off its season
with an eight-win spring break trip down
to Virginia and North Carolina. The Daily
compares the pitching and offensive statistics between last year’s spring break
trip, during which Tufts went 2-9, and
this year’s.
Wins
Hits
Runs/game
Batting Average
Runs allowed/game
Hits allowed/game

2009
2
101
4.36
.286
7.73
10.91

2010
8
133
9.4
.351
7.3
9.1

nearly came to an end last spring when the
Jumbos snatched back-to-back games in the
conference tournament to avoid posting a
losing record for the first time since 1991.
From the looks of how Tufts did in its recent
spring trip, the team will need no such lateseason recovery.
“Guys have matured,” senior tri-captain
catcher Alex Perry said. “It’s crazy how much
difference a year makes, and I’m speaking
for all the classes ... In all aspects, a lot of guys
matured, a lot of guys just stepped up and
contributed when we needed them to contribute. We’ve done a good job so far.”
The Jumbos finished their annual journey
down to Virginia and North Carolina in winning fashion, rolling over Virginia Wesleyan on
Sunday, 10-0, to open the season at an 8-2 clip,

the first time Tufts has returned to Medford
with eight wins since 2000.
This season’s trip was a display of offensive firepower, in stark contrast to the 2009
campaign. The Jumbos put up an aggregate
94 runs in 10 games — as compared to 48 in
11 last year — and hammered out a .351 batting average, nearly 70 points higher than
the average they posted in their previous
voyage south.
“I think it’s [a result of] preparation,”
Perry said. “Indoors is the biggest time
to really get timing down and get your
mechanics down, and when you get to field
it’s ‘see ball, hit ball.’ A lot of guys worked
hard indoors and in the offseason — baseball is pretty much a year-round thing. It’s
definitely showed this year.”
A revamped offense was on full display versus the Marlins on Sunday, as Tufts pounded
the Virginia Wesleyan pitching for 17 hits —
the third time the Jumbos have reached 17
hits thus far in the young season — and scored
at least two runs in each of four separate
innings.
Leading the way for the offense, as he
did last season, was junior tri-captain David
LeResche, who at the leadoff spot went 2-for-6
with a pair of runs and two RBIs. LeResche hit
.404 on the trip, starting all 10 games at shortstop and boasting a team-best 16 runs, 19 hits
and four stolen bases.
Last season’s team leader in most offensive
categories, LeResche figures to be a catalyst
atop the lineup, but he is surrounded by seasoned veterans whose experience took center
stage last week. Junior outfielder Ian Goldberg,
for instance, came on strong toward the end
of the trip, flashing the form he displayed as
a freshman, when he hit .300. In a doubleheader sweep of Apprentice School, Goldberg

WOMEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING
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Junior pitcher Derek Miller has seen a marked
Jumbos’ successful start to the 2010 season.
went 7-for-8 with four RBIs and three runs
scored in the Jumbos’ 6-4 and 16-12 wins over
the Builders.
Also having strong offensive campaigns
thus far are sophomore infielder Sam Sager,
who has a team-best 12 RBIs and seven doubles from the No. 3 slot in the lineup, and
junior second baseman Frank Petrosky, who

improvement on the mound throughout the
in his first season for Tufts after transferring
from Div. I University of Vermont has a .391
average and a .500 on-base percentage.
Top to bottom, the Jumbos have seen
marked improvement from last year’s
spring trip. In its first 11 games last seasee BASEBALL, page 11

MEN’S TENNIS

Success in Puerto Rico a
prelude to tough home slate
BY JESSE

WEINBERG

Senior Staff Writer

For the men’s tennis team, the
majority of spring break was spent in
Puerto Rico, practicing and enjoying
the sun. After a 6-3 victory over Div.
II opponent Puerto Rico-Mayguez,
Tufts ended its spring break back in
Medford, where sunny triumph gave
way to a disappointing defeat at the
hands of Vassar and then an unfinished match against Stevens Institute
of Technology that was cut short due
to rain.
The Jumbos trailed Stevens 2-1 in
doubles play before bad weather set
in, forcing the match to be postponed.
And against Vassar College, the No.
24-ranked team in the nation, the host

Jumbos were dominated by a final
margin of 8-1.
Tufts’ loss to Vassar on March 27
marked the team’s first loss to the
Brewers in program history. The
Jumbos had many close singles matches in the contest, with two going to
three sets and two others seeing firstset tiebreakers. At the No. 5 singles
spot, senior tri-captain Andrew Rosen
put up a strong fight, eventually losing
4-6, 6-3, 10-8.
In the No. 1 spot, sophomore Kai
Victoria won the first set 7-6 (4),
before giving up the next two sets to
Vassar senior captain Mike Mattelson
6-1, 6-4. The Jumbos’ No. 4 player on
the ladder, junior Tony Carrucci, also
see MEN’S TENNIS, page 10
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Senior Lindsay Gardel, seen here practicing at MIT, recorded a pair of top ten finishes at NCAAs.

Gardel scores best-ever inish Tufts challenges itself over
at NCAA Championships
break with ive tough matches
BY

ALEX PREWITT

Daily Editorial Board

Coming off its most successful season in
school history, the women’s swimming and
diving team reverted back to old form on
paper during the dual-meet season, posting a 4-5 overall record and beating just one
NESCAC opponent. Still, the Jumbos turned
it around at the right time and can confidently deem the year another success for a
blossoming program.
“We had a tough time with some of the
dual meets, but I think we definitely recovered in the end and had a really successful
end to the season,” senior tri-captain Joanna
Drinane said. “It was hard to come back
from such a positive season, but we did the
best that we could, and we can only hope
for better next year. I think overall this year

went pretty well, and last year was ideal, but
it was a pleasure to try to follow it up and try
to duplicate it.”
Most recently, Tufts’ lone representative at
the NCAA Championship from March 17-20
in Minneapolis was senior diver Lindsay
Gardel, who capped off a decorated career for
the Jumbos with two All-American honors at
Minnesota University’s Aquatic Center.
“It was a pretty good meet,” she said. “It
helped that I had the experience for the past
few years; it wasn’t too stressful, but it was a
good experience. It’s a really big meet, and
I think a lot of people tend to get really nervous. It’s also an 11-dive meet. During the
dual meet, we only do six, which is pretty different, because it’s kind of an endurance test.
You have to be really focused.”
see WOMEN’S SWIM AND DIVE, page 10

WOMEN’S TENNIS

BY SARAH

NASSER

Daily Staff Writer

After five grueling matches in as many
days, the women’s tennis team returned
from its Florida spring break trip with confidence as it prepares to open NESCAC play
over the weekend.
“It was great to play new opponents for
a change,” first-year Lauren Hollender said.
“Each match was a new and different challenge that made us even more psyched for
the season to start.”
Playing in Florida, a state with no Div.
III schools, the Jumbos were forced to test
themselves against some of the top Div. II
programs in the country. Tufts opened the
week with a decisive 8-1 victory against
Northwood University in West Palm Beach,
Fla. The team won all three doubles match-

es and five of six singles matches, with five
of the victorious matches including firstyear players Hollender, Lindsay Katz and
Janice Lam. In strong showings for all, each
first-year’s singles match included a perfect
6-0 set.
“The three of them are definitely going to
be a crucial part to our success this spring,”
junior tri-captain Julia Browne said.
Coming off its first big win, Tufts was
challenged by Lynn University, the secondranked women’s tennis team in Div. II, in
its next match. Due to illnesses and lack
of players, Lynn was forced to automatically forfeit two matches to the Jumbos.
But despite that disadvantage, the Knights
routed the Jumbos 6-3 to win their eighth
consecutive match. Tufts’ sole non-forfeit
see WOMEN’S TENNIS, page 10

